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Responsible, reliable, hardworking individual with management experience, who
quickly learns and masters new concepts and skills.

EXPERIENCE
Photo Lab Associate III
ABC Corporation - SEPTEMBER 2013 – NOVEMBER 2015
 Opened Photo Lab in the morning, Cleaned and maintained printers
and kiosks, clean machines and lab, assist customers with kiosks and
specific orders, Shut down and clean up lab.
 Maintained shelves appearance, Stock shelves, assist customers with
items, location and questions.
 Managed a team of associates and guided them to do the best they
can for the department.
 Ensured price changes and inventory counts are completely regularly
and in a timely and accurate manor.
 Identified slow moving product and recommend ways to increase
sales, supplied product to shelves for timely customer access,
maintained a clean and healthy work environment.
 Opened Photo Lab in the morning, Clean and maintain printers and
kiosks, cleaned machines and lab, assisted customers with kiosks and
specific orders, Shut down and clean up lab.
 Maintained shelves appearance, Stock shelves, assist customers with
item location and questions.

Photo Lab Associate

Delta Corporation - 2011 – 2013










Help customers at photo kiosks, make canvases, create mounts, help
with layaway, grab stuff for site to store and pickup today, returns,
stock .
Edit photos, help customers with photos, stock shelves, get store
ready for opening, answer questions about cameras.
Help customers at photo kiosks, make canvases, create mounts, help
with layaway, grab stuff for site to store and pickup today, returns,
stock .
Edit photos, help customers with photos, stock shelves, get store
ready for opening, answer questions about cameras.
Friendly customer service, stocking and maintaining a clean and
organized work environment.
Experience in working in all departments as well as taking inventory.
This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.
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EDUCATION


High School Diploma - (South Central Jr/Sr high school - Union Mills, IN)

SKILLS
Proficient in Microsoft Word, Access, Excel, and PowerPoint.
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